Life
Ceremonies
Nadene Rogers is an ordained minister with the

Choose Your Ceremony
Recommitment

– renewing one’s love

Home/Office Blessings

– preparing the space to welcome the new

Namings/Christenings

– celebrating the divine spirit within your child

Living Legacies

Centers for Spiritual Living, serving since 1999 as an
officiant, celebrant, speaker, teacher and counsellor.
Comfortable in offering either religious, interfaith
or spiritual ceremonies, Nadene is known for her
capacity to capture the values, vision and intention
of those she serves when designing her wording,
content and format for each ceremony.
Nadene’s credo is that HumanityKnows and that
Love is all there is. Her lifes purpose and pleasure is
found within weaving these two truths together in
service and support of others revealing their highest
and best selves.

– acknowledging the meaning of someone’s life

Divorce

– celebrating gifts given and received, endings
and new beginnings

Croning (Elderhood)

– marking the age of the sage in women

Release and Re Vision

– setting the course for new adventures

Contact Info:
LifeCeremonies.ca
403.701.0754
revnadene@telus.net

Welcome
to the celebration
and honoring of
Love, Life and our
Soul’s journey.
LifeCeremonies.ca

Our Ceremonies and very personal ensuring the
reflection of your values, beliefs, sense of purpose,
character traits and your personality.
Whether you are wanting to celebrate and honor a
beginning, a midway point or an end in the journey
of your life or the life of a loved one, ceremony
and ritual help to seed conscious intention and
awareness and always bring us home into the
harmony of our true natural selves and ways of
being.
Profound, sensitive yet sophisticated writings
will capture the essence of where you are in the
next step of life just as Nadene’s spontaneous
and inclusive nature will embrace your family
and friends so that everyone present becomes an
integral part of the ceremony.

The Personal Value
in Ceremony and Ritual:
In much of our lives we are so forward thinking
and accomplishment driven that those precious
simple moments in our own evolution or those
challenging times are overlooked or avoided. In this
way of being, we can miss our opportunities to keep
present in our lives - connected with our needs
spiritually, mentally, emotionally and physically.
Ceremonies and rituals serve to open and align us
in body mind and spirit.
Also, if you are having challenges releasing pain or
moving forward in life, ritual and ceremony serves
as an active alchemist, neutralizing or dissolving
fear, negative positioning or any resistance you are
experiencing that is keeping you from your good.
Sit a moment, think and ask yourself this question:
“Do I honor myself, what I am up to, where I have

been and where I am going…do I hold sacred the
process of my soul’s evolution and nourish myself
as who I am and where I am in life right now?” And
see what comes up.
This just may be a time to embrace change and
make a commitment to a more fully expressed
you. Whether you are getting married or divorced,
meeting the end of your life as you know it; moving
through your rite of passage, or celebrating the
release and revisioning of your future, it is a cause
for celebration! Supporting one’s own self-discovery
and evolution is something that western civilization
is not well versed in, save the few traditional
markers in life, but truly as we grow and change our
perspectives on what is possible in life by means of
us, we impact the perspective of the world around
us. May we embrace our humanity and honor our
journey.

Specializing in customized
non-religious, spiritual ceremonies

Weddings
The love you share together is unique unto itself, so
perhaps you might wish to create a ceremony that
gives voice to your unique expression of life?
Have you thought about taking yourself back in
time when Gods and Goddesses guided the mystical
path of the people? Perhaps you are close to the
earth and would like to incorporate the ritual gifts
of native chants and drumming. Or maybe, in your
ceremonial commitment, you strongly feel your
lineage and wish to create the entire event honoring
your ancestral heritage.

The Community Value
in Ceremony and Ritual:
At any given ceremony, especially ones like
weddings and memorials where larger groups
tend to gather, has been noted as the common
experience of participants that creativity,
sacredness, and joy awaken within them, leaving
them feeling both grounded and more alive as part
of the circle of life.
On a more subtle level, healing can occur as
individuals are expanding and shifting their
perspectives while experiencing a connection
with their own hearts and the hearts of others.
A releasing feeling of Oneness is also a primary
take away with the invitation to reveal more of
themselves authentically through the act of giving
and receiving.

Celebration of Life Service
This is a time of profound and often painful reflection
by hearts that have committed to honor and love.
Together, we will move forward to remember, honor,
grieve and celebrate the magnificent Soul of your
loved one.
I will create a sacred space where you and your family
will be supported in the depth and privacy of your
feelings. Tender and insightful writings will embrace
your loved one’s true spiritual essence and offer you
a deeper understanding of yourself and your loss.
Your Ceremony will be presented with the reverence,
respect, joy, and truth in which your relationship
found its meaning.

